The life story of hydrogen peroxide II: a periodic pH and thermochemical drive for the RNA world
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1. Introduction

The story of the relationship between hydrogen peroxide and life is complex and dynamic, and fraught with certain natural tensions which have led to human misapprehensions. In this work, we show that the association may be extremely ancient, that the story may have begun more than 3.7 billion years ago, the first chapter providing the periodic pH and thermal drive that enabled the RNA world to replicate, evolve and develop enzyme activity. This paper is concerned with the chemical interactions of this small, energetic molecule with the RNA world. In a companion paper [1], we examine its structure and show how its chirality may have led to the homochirality of the biological nucleic acids.

Living cells make and break hydrogen peroxide and, after a long period of misunderstanding when it was reviled as a toxic cell vandal and saboteur of gene transcription fidelity, evidence is mounting that its relationship with living organisms is intimate and vital. Metabolically produced hydrogen peroxide is now known to be essential to intracellular redox switching, and it performs important roles in processes such as circadian rhythms, insulin functioning, cell differentiation and tissue repair [2]. This relationship is usually assumed to have begun with the coevolution around 2.3 billion years ago of oxygen-evolving photosynthesis, aerobic respiration that uses oxygen as electron acceptor and enzymatic processes for disabling the reactive oxygen species (ROS) by-products: superoxide ion, hydroxyl radical and hydrogen peroxide [3].

Yet non-biologically produced hydrogen peroxide existed in the environment before the first photosynthetic organisms appeared, and primitive anaerobes must have come to some arrangement with it [4]. And what of its role with respect to pre- and proto-cellular life, the putative RNA world? From various lines of
evidence, to be discussed presently, we have been led to the hypothesis that the dependence of life on hydrogen peroxide is far more ancient than ‘the great oxygenation event’, and that this deceptively simple, seemingly plebeian, substance was the agent that enabled the very first non-cellular, self-replicating and evolving systems of the RNA world.

The RNA world hypothesis for the origin of life is well supported [5], although there are several major questions with it that have been regarded by its opponents as fatal flaws and by its proponents as problems that will be resolved by modelling and experiment. One such concern questions the necessity for thermal cycling, in the non- or proto-cellular milieu, to separate double-stranded RNA into single-stranded templates for replication, and the erstwhile lack of any realistic mechanism for it was acknowledged as a frustrating roadblock for advancement of the hypothesis [6–8]. A second concern has been the ‘survival of the shortest’ concept, deriving from the work of Mills et al. [9], which casts doubts on the ‘fitness’, and hence evolutionary survival, of the longer oligonucleotides essential for the development of enzyme functionality. However, in an important work, Kreysing et al. [10] have demonstrated experimentally a thermophoretic mechanism whereby longer nucleotide chains (more than 75 bp) were very sharply selected for and were replicated and amplified more efficiently (faster) than short chains (less than 33 bp). They also found that sustained thermal cycling in a flow-through open system is essential to this process of selecting and amplifying long chains. Their results strongly support our thesis that the RNA world must have been coupled tightly to an open, dynamic, thermally cycling environment.

In our previous work [11] (which foreshadows the current work), we proposed and tested a realistic mechanism for thermal cycling in the RNA world: we simulated a non-equilibrium flow system in which replication of a 39-bp RNA duplex was driven by thermochemical oscillations arising from an exothermic hydrogen peroxide reaction, and found that rapid amplification of the RNA occurred. Although these results await experimental verification, they are the first intimation that hydrogen peroxide may have been involved at the very dawn of pre-cellular life.

In this paper, we are concerned with the effects on RNA replication of pH oscillations, concurrently with the thermochemical oscillations considered in [11]. The reaction used in that work to provide a periodic thermal drive is the oxidation of thiosulfate ion by hydrogen peroxide, a thermochemical oscillator that has been well characterized, mostly in chemical engineering contexts [12–15]. This set of reactions is also a well-known pH oscillator, which has been studied experimentally, almost always under isothermal conditions and mostly by chemists, since the 1980s [16–23], when broad interest in chemical oscillators and pattern formation arose [24]. For conciseness, we will refer to it as the THP (thiosulfate–hydrogen peroxide) oscillator or system.

Although widely studied, thermochemical and pH oscillators, despite their obvious potential, rarely have been credited with any useful purpose other than to control simple switching operations. Liedl et al. [25,26] used the pH oscillator set-up by oxidation of sulfite and thiosulfate to switch a DNA structure between two conformations. Qi et al. [27] used the iodate–thiosulfate–ferrocyanide oscillatory pH system to drive switchable DNA machines. Our current and previous [11] works make the first suggestion we know of that nature may have made use of chemical oscillators to perform work to drive replication and metabolic processes.

In this paper, we unify, smoothly and self-consistently, the periodic behaviour of the THP system with respect to the pH and the temperature. We report results that support our hypothesis that the THP oscillator may have provided or promoted, in addition to thermal cycling, other precious functions and processes essential for replication and evolution in the RNA world:

- replication of longer RNA species is enabled; this is highly advantageous because there is considerably more scope for longer RNA chains to develop and diversify enzyme activity; and
- provision of a proton motive force: In a spatially extended, bounded system, the THP pH oscillations manifest as travelling waves and patterns, the gradients of which may have driven primitive metabolic processes in the non-cellular RNA world.

The proposed dual influence of hydrogen peroxide in the RNA world is cartooned in broadbrush in figure 1. It can interact with the RNA world directly and indirectly.

In direct interaction, as illustrated, thiosulfate ions and oxidizable sites on RNA and nucleotide species can be regarded conceptually as competing species that react with hydrogen peroxide (or its ionic or free radical dissociation products) directly. It is an unequal competition because the oxidation of thiosulfate is faster, so most of the hydrogen peroxide is consumed by that route, and damage to RNA and nucleotides is variable and patchy. Some of the oxidized nucleotides may still be usable in the RNA world, but are likely mis-paired during replication, providing a mechanism for natural selection and evolution.

Figure 1 also illustrates the indirect influence of hydrogen peroxide. The exothermic thiosulfate reaction sets up a dynamic, non-equilibrium physical environment, characterized by fluctuating temperature and pH. In effect, the RNA world is driven by the enthalpy of the peroxide O–O bond. Of course, the energy source for forging the peroxide bond is (presumably) solar or geothermal, but those sources acting directly on the RNA world cannot provide the periodic drive that is vital for sustaining and evolving a non-cellular living
system. The periodic variations in temperature and pH that result from thiosulfate oxidation feed back on the RNA world, as indicated by the dotted lines. An upsing in temperature at low pH separates double-stranded RNA, a cooling phase at higher pH favours folding of strands and complementary base or strand pairing.

In §2, we present the reactions involved in the THP oscillator, tabulate the kinetic and thermochemical data for them, and describe the dynamical model we used to simulate the THP system numerically. Results are presented in §3. In §3.1, we familiarize ourselves and the reader with the behaviour of the THP system over relevant parameter space. In §3.2, we present and discuss the outputs of simulations where the THP oscillator is used to drive RNA replication. Section 4 contains further discussions of the potential importance of hydrogen peroxide in the RNA world, and evidence of its ubiquitous occurrence in the Universe, and we summarize the achievements of this work in §5 and conclude with an imprecise but evocative summary of the unique and far-reaching features of this remarkable substance.

2. Model and methods

Several chemical mechanisms have been proposed for the THP pH oscillator [16–18,20,22,28], all of which involve autocatalysis by hydrogen ions to provide the isothermal rate nonlinearity necessary (at least cubic) to reproduce experimentally observed oscillatory time traces. For this work, we have chosen to use the mechanism of Rabai & Hanazaki [20,29], described by the first seven reactions and equilibria in table 1, and appropriate rate coefficients $k_i$ of the reaction

$$\sum_{n} c_n r(T) + FC(T_r - T) + L(T - T), \quad (2.1)$$

where the summation is over $n$ temperature-dependent reaction rates $r(T)$. A mass balance for each reactant species has the form

$$V \frac{dc_i}{dt} = V \sum_{p} \delta r_p(T) + F(c_{i,f} - c_i), \quad (2.2)$$

where $c_i$ is concentration of reactant or intermediate $x$, the summation is over the $p$ reaction rates that involve $i$, $c_{i,f} = 0$ for intermediate species, $i$ for intermediates that are produced and $-1$ for reactants and intermediates that are consumed. The rate coefficients $k_i$ of the reaction rates $r_i$ have Arrhenius temperature dependence:

$$k_i(T) = z_i \exp\left(-\frac{E_i}{RT}\right).$$

Note that in §3.2, we will assume that the rate coefficients for RNA reactions also depend on pH. The symbols and quantities used here and henceforth are defined in table 2, where numerical values for the non-variable parameters are also given.

Using the kinetic data and reaction enthalpies in table 3, various selected values for the feed concentrations $c_{i,f}$ and flow rate $F$, we integrated equations (2.1) and (2.2) from convenient initial conditions using a stiff integrator to obtain time series. We also monitored the linear stability of the steady-state solutions by computing the eigenvalues.

3. Results and discussion

Before we can use the THP oscillator to drive RNA replication, we need to develop an overall picture of its behaviour, so in §3.1, we present some relevant numerical analyses of the system in low and high feed concentration regimes. In §3.2, we evaluate the performance of an RNA replicating system under thermo-pH oscillator drive.

3.1. Characterization of the THP oscillator

First, we computed solutions of equations (2.1) and (2.2), where the mass and enthalpy balances are taken for the reactants and intermediates of reactions and equilibria R1 to R7 in table 1.

The THP system exhibits regular and irregular pH oscillations when fed with low concentrations ($\sim$ mM) of reactants, for which thermal oscillations are negligible (refer forward to figure 6). In figure 2, we localize the oscillations with respect to $F$ by monitoring the stability of the steady-state solutions as $F$ is varied. The pH declines as $F$ is increased quasi-statically. The points marked X are Hopf bifurcations, where the real parts of a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues become positive. Between the Hopf bifurcations the steady-state solutions are unstable and the stable solutions are oscillatory.

We selected three values of $F$ within this oscillatory range and computed the corresponding time series. They are plotted in figure 3. We see that as the flow rate $F$ is increased the oscillation period becomes longer, and the trace becomes more complex. Complex behaviour should be expected, as we are dealing with a high-dimensional dynamical system. Chaotic and bursting dynamics have been recorded experimentally in this system [19,33]. At these low feed concentrations of reactants, the small specific reaction heat is absorbed by and lost to the system, which remains nearly isothermal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Reactions involved in the THP thermo-pH oscillator.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low concentration oxidation with tetrathionate formation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2O_2 + SO_2^- \rightarrow HOS_2O_3^- + OH^-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2O_2 + HOS_2O_3^- \rightarrow 2H_2O_2 + SO_2^- + H^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2H_2O_2 + H^+ \rightarrow 2H_2O + OH^-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High concentration, deep oxidation with trithionate formation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2H_2O_2 + 2SO_2^- \rightarrow 2H^+ + 5SO_2O_3^- + 2H_2O$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Definition of quantities and symbols.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$: Concentration of reactant or intermediate $x$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r(T)$: Reaction rates $r_i$ at temperature $T$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_i$: Activation energy of reaction $i$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_i$: Frequency factor of reaction $i$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$: Temperature at which the reaction rates are calculated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$: Flow rate of the microcell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{i,f}$: Feed concentration of reactant or intermediate $x$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At higher feed concentrations, the system begins to feel the thermal effects, evidenced by the rapid development of a broad hysteresis in the steady-state solutions with respect to the flow rate $F$ (figure 4).

In this case, the Hopf bifurcation at lower $F$, marked X, is preserved but the second Hopf bifurcation does not survive. Instead, the system develops multiplicity and the trend to lower pH with increasing $F$ reverses. Following the peninsula of unstable solutions, we arrive at the point marked O, where all eigenvalues become negative. (As the system has dimensionality more than 2, stability need not change at a limit point.) In this X–O range, the solutions are oscillatory, and an example time series is shown in figure 5, where long periods of slow variation are interrupted by sharp ‘kicks’ in temperature and pH. Multiplicity of steady states has been observed experimentally in isothermal pH oscillators (e.g. [34]), but not, so far, in the thermo-pH regime.

We conjecture that thermo-pH cycles of such long period, approximately 5 h, were unlikely to have been useful in the RNA world, which operated on timescales of the order of minutes. But let us dwell on figure 5 a few moments, for it has heuristic value.

The change in form of the oscillations from figures 3 to 5 is striking. The isothermal pH oscillations in figure 3 occur simply because there is sufficient nonlinearity in the chemical rates to allow Hopf bifurcations—i.e. an effective reaction order of at least 3. Such power-law nonlinearities are weak compared with exponential nonlinearity, and the oscillations are usually gentle in form.

In figure 5, the transition to a thermokinetic regime has occurred. The power-law kinetics is completely dominated

---

**Table 2.** Nomenclature and constant numerical values. The numerical values of parameters that are varied within or between simulations are given in the figure captions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>symbol (units), definition</th>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>numerical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c$ or [· · ·] (M), concentration</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$ (J K$^{-1}$ l$^{-1}$), volumetric specific heat</td>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$), activation energy</td>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^0$ (V), standard reduction potential</td>
<td>$E^0$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$ ($\mu$l s$^{-1}$), flow rate</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$), reaction enthalpy</td>
<td>$\Delta H$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$ (M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ or s$^{-1}$), reaction rate constant</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ (mW K$^{-1}$), wall thermal conductance</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$, power-law exponent</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$ (J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), gas constant</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$ (K), temperature</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ (s), oscillation period</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$ ($\mu$l), reaction volume</td>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$, $X'$, RNA complementary single-strands</td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$XX'$, RNA duplex</td>
<td>$XX'$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ (M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ or s$^{-1}$), pre-exponential factor</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$, intermediate RNA quadruplex</td>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ of the ambient or wall temperature</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$ of the feed or flow</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$ of a reactant or intermediate species</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$xz$ of reaction R9</td>
<td>$xz$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$zx$ of reaction R10</td>
<td>$zx$</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.** Bifurcation diagram with respect to variation of $F$ for the THP oscillator in the isothermal regime. Parameters: $[\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_f = 0.0135$ M, $[\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-}]_f = 5.0$ mM, $[\text{H}^+]_f = 0.5$ mM, $[\text{SO}_2^{3-}]_f = 2.0$ mM, $L = 0.1$ mW K$^{-1}$. (Online version in colour.)

**Table 3.** Arrhenius parameters and reaction enthalpies for the THP reactions in table 1 [20,31,32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reaction no.</th>
<th>$E$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$z$ (units)</th>
<th>$\Delta H$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>2.51 $\times 10^6$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1'</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>9.73 $\times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>1.92 $\times 10^{14}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-473.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>4.42 $\times 10^{13}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-251.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>4.55 $\times 10^9$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4'</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>1.32 $\times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>2.08 $\times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-380.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5b</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>1.51 $\times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-380.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>3.95 $\times 10^9$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>49.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6'</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>1.61 $\times 10^{15}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-49.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>4.82 $\times 10^{10}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7b</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>1.32 $\times 10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>68.12</td>
<td>1.63 $\times 10^{10}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>572.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$z = z[H_2O]$. 
by the exponential thermokinetics, giving rise to spiky relaxation oscillations over which energy accumulation and dissipation occur on different timescales, governed by the specific heat of the medium and the thermal conductance. For aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution, the specific heat is high, and the system barely heats up for a long time, even though heat is being released by reaction. This is because the liquid molecular structure can store large amounts of heat in quantized internal rotational modes and intermolecular vibrational potentials. When these modes become saturated, the heat is released in a great spike, which quickly subsides due to local depletion of reactant, and the relaxation oscillation cycle begins again. This is why one should expect to see violent spikes in a thermokinetic regime. Of course, one can choose parameters so the thermal oscillations are more sinusoidal in form (we will do this in §3.2), but there will always be a broad region of violent relaxation oscillations in a thermokinetic system, and almost none in a power-law system. This behaviour was teased out and elucidated using formal two-timing analysis in [35].
The forms of the oscillations in figures 3 and 5 are strikingly similar to those in figs 6, 7 and 2 of Kovács & Rabaí [29], and the bifurcation diagram of figure 4 suggests regions of bistability. The difference is that our simulations include the full thermal dynamics self-consistently (equations (2.1) and (2.2)), whereas theirs did not. We now have the capability to simulate thermo-kinetic dynamics and chemical power-law dynamics in the same simulation, which, as far as we know, is a first in the pH oscillator literature.

Experimental evidence [12–15] tells us that at higher feed concentrations than those used for figure 3, the highly exothermic, deep oxidation reaction R8 in table 1 takes over, with production of trithionate, and the kinetics are described by a simple second-order rate law. Therefore, we will not consider the regime exemplified in figure 5 further in this work, but file it away for possible future reference.

A dramatic thermo-pH shake-up every 5 h or so possibly may have benefitted the RNA world in ways we cannot yet imagine.

It is not known how the switch to an R8 dominated mechanism occurs, probably because—as intimated earlier—the THP pH oscillator and the THP thermochemical oscillator were studied independently by researchers from different disciplines, but we have simulated a continuous transition from the low feed concentration, nearly isothermal regime to the high feed concentration, thermo-pH oscillatory regime as follows:

— we gave the feed parameters \([\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_f, \frac{1}{2}\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-}]/[\text{C}_0]/[\text{C}_{138}]_f\) and \(F\) small constant time dependences;
— we employed an additional time-dependent dummy parameter that was allowed to vary between 1 and 0 over a certain period to ‘fade-out’ the contributions of reactions R1, R1r, R2, R3, R5, R5b, R7 and R7r, in table 1;
— another time-dependent dummy parameter multiplied contributions from reaction R8 and was allowed to vary between 0 and 1 to ‘fade-in’ contributions from R8; and

![Figure 6](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

**Figure 6.** Under slow drift of parameters, the THP system shifts from (a) nearly isothermal pH oscillations, through a wide time range (not shown for convenience) where the pH drifts slowly up to around 8 then declines to around 7.2, to (b) the thermo-pH oscillatory regime. Values of feed parameters—initial: \(F = 0.0106 \mu \text{l} \text{s}^{-1}, [\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_f = 0.0135 \text{ M}, \frac{1}{2}\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-}]_f = 0.005 \text{ M},\) final: \(F = 0.430 \mu \text{l} \text{s}^{-1}, [\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_f = 1.35 \text{ M}, \frac{1}{2}\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-}]_f = 0.9 \text{ M}.\) Parameters kept constant: \([\text{H}^{+}]_f = 0.5 \text{ mM}, [\text{SO}_3^{2-}]_f = 2.0 \text{ mM}, L = 2 \text{ mW K}^{-1}\). (Online version in colour.)

![Figure 7](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

**Figure 7.** Time series for the THP system in the thermo-pH regime with reactions R9 and R10 included self-consistently, rendered in terms of the temperature, pH and concentration of double-stranded RNA. \(F = 0.48 \mu \text{l} \text{s}^{-1}, [\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_f = 1.35 \text{ M}, \frac{1}{2}\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-}]_f = 0.9 \text{ M}, [\text{H}^{+}]_f = 0.0005 \text{ M}, [\text{SO}_3^{2-}]_f = 0.0016 \text{ M}, [\text{X}^+\text{X}^0]_f = 500 \text{nM}, [\text{XX}^0]\_f = 35 \text{nM}, L = 2 \text{ mW K}^{-1}, m_1 = m_2 = -1, \tau = 133.5 \text{s}.\) (Online version in colour.)
— we integrated the system so that the ‘fade-out’ and ‘fade-in’ occurred over 8.3 h, allowed the evolution to continue with the slow parameter drift for a further 8.3 h, then continued the integration with constant parameters until 18 h. This result is visualized in figure 6.

In (a), the initial high amplitude pH and almost-zero amplitude thermal oscillations quickly damp out as the feed and dummy parameters are smoothly varied, until, much later, in (b) the system enters the thermo-pH regime, with the onset of pH and substantial thermal oscillations. The temperature range of (b) is compatible with current evidence that the temperature of the Palaeoarchaean ocean was ≲40°C [36].

Having identified and familiarized ourselves (somewhat) with these two regimes of the THP oscillator, we present an example for which it is used to drive RNA replication, to illustrate how it may have operated as an intrinsic periodic power source in the RNA world.

3.2. Enhancement of RNA replication

In our previous work [11], we showed that the THP thermochemical oscillator, with no pH dynamics, could drive replication of a 39-bp RNA duplex by complementary strand pairing in a continuous-flow system, using the following autocatalytic scheme:

\[ X + X' + XX' \xrightarrow{k_2} Z \]

R9

and

\[ Z \xrightarrow{k_5} 2XX', \]

R10

where \( X \) and \( X' \) represent RNA complementary single-strands, the RNA duplex \( XX' \) is the replicator and \( Z \) is an intermediate RNA quadruplex that decays to the duplex product.

It is thought that the RNA world may have developed in a slightly acid milieu [37]. However, there is no universal dependence of RNA reactive and conformational dynamics on pH, so for heuristic purposes in this work we assume that the rate coefficients have a power-law dependence on pH as

\[ k_{2z} = z_{2z} \exp \left( \frac{E_{2z}}{RT} \right) \left[ H^+ \right]^m \]  

(3.1)

and

\[ k_{5z} = z_{5z} \exp \left( \frac{E_{5z}}{RT} \right) \left[ H^+ \right]^m, \]  

(3.2)

and use the THP thermo-pH oscillator to drive replication of this RNA species, running two simulations: with \( m_1 = m_2 = -1 \) (pH-independent case (a)), and with \( m_1 = m_2 = 0 \) (pH-dependent case (b)). Values of the kinetic parameters and reaction enthalpies for R9 and R10 are given in table 4. (In a forthcoming work [38], we report THP oscillator simulations in which we have used experimentally determined pH dependences of the rates of ribozyme reactions.)

A time series for the pH-dependent case is shown in figure 7. Evidence from the literature indicates that the pH range of the signal, from 6.8 to 7.6, is reasonable for assisting thermal strand separation: e.g. Kao & Crothers [39] reported a melting transition for \( E. coli \) 55 rRNA between 10 and 40°C at a pH of 7.45, and that this transition was sharply dependent on pH between 7 and 8. We see from the time series that duplex concentration rises as pH falls and as temperature rises. This is expected: higher temperatures are needed to separate the intermediate quadruplex species into two newly replicated duplexes, and cooler temperatures at higher pH facilitate complementary strand pairing. The negative values of the exponents \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) in equations (3.1) and (3.2) imply that the reaction rates increase with a mean increase in pH, so let us quantify this increase.

The performance of the two cases is compared in table 5. We see that the average instantaneous concentration of double-stranded RNA, \( [XX']_{av} \), and the average production rate of double-stranded RNA, \( [XX']_{av} \), are higher by a factor of almost 7 for case (a) over case (b). For a replicating, evolving RNA world this effect could be significant:

— At given temperature, a higher rate of production of \( XX' \) implies that longer strands can be effectively replicated and separated. How much longer? We can write

\[ E_{2z(a,b)} - E_{2z} = -RT \ln \left( \frac{k_{2z(a)}[H^+]^{m(a)}}{k_{2z(b)}[H^+]^{m(b)}} \right), \]

where \( E_{2z(a,b)} \) is the hypothetical activation energy of the reaction under case (a) involving the putative longer strands. At 298 K, using data from tables 3 and 4, we find \( E_{2z(a,b)} - E_{2z} = 41.7046 \) J mol\(^{-1}\). As a rough estimate, the activation energy per base pair is \( E_{2z}/39 \) bp ≈ 6670 J/(mol bp), thus the pH dependence of case (a) would allow for strands of up to 45 bp to replicate as efficiently as strands of 39 bp.

This lengthening of the RNA chain that can be replicated would be highly advantageous, in that there is considerably more scope for longer chains to evolve and develop and diversify enzyme activity, such as helicase and ligase functions that reduce the reliance of the RNA world on thermal cycling.

We also begin to perceive that the THP oscillator serves another, somewhat subtle, function in the RNA world: it is effectively preparing the RNA world for survival when hydrogen peroxide itself is no longer available in sufficient concentration to drive it thermally.

— Conversely, we can say that pH cycling would allow 39 bp strands to continue to replicate as the available concentration of hydrogen peroxide falls and the amplitude of the thermal oscillations becomes lower.

| Table 4. Arrhenius parameters and reaction enthalpies for reactions R9 and R10, from [11]. |
|---|---|---|---|
| reaction no. | \( E \) (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) | \( z \) (units) | \( \Delta H \) (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) |
| R9 | –10.0 | \( 1.69 \times 10^{12} \) M\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) | –260.14 |
| R10 | 260.14 | \( 1.0 \times 10^{12} \) s\(^{-1}\) | 260.14 |

| Table 5. Comparison of THP oscillator driven RNA replication for the pH-dependent case (a) and the pH-independent case (b). |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| case | \( m_1 \) | \( m_2 \) | \( [XX']_{av} \) (µM) | \( [XX']_{av} \) (pM s\(^{-1}\)) | \( pH_{av} \) |
| (a) | –1 | –1 | 0.2777 | 92.56 | 7.31 |
| (b) | 0 | 0 | 0.03494 | 11.65 | 7.20 |
This can be viewed as another way in which the THP oscillator prepares the RNA world for a decline in the concentration of hydrogen peroxide.

We can now quantify, roughly, our assertion in the ‘Introduction’ section in the discussion of figure 1, that thiosulfate outcompetes RNA as a substrate for oxidation by hydrogen peroxide. This is achieved simply by a mass action argument: from the datafile for figure 7, the average concentration of thiosulfate is 4.53 mM and from table 5 that of RNA is 0.2777 μM for case (a). The oxidizable base of ribonucleotides is typically G (oxidized to 8-oxoG) [40], which has an average concentration of 0.0694 μM. Thus, we can deduce, as a rough estimate, that a hydrogen peroxide molecule is approximately 45 030/0.0694 ≈ 65 000 times more likely to encounter a thiosulfate ion than a G residue.

We ran time series for various other combinations of integer values for m1 and m2, but for none of these other cases was the performance improved. However, these results need not be taken too literally or narrowly. For one thing, the true pH dependence over the pH range can only be determined by experiment. What the results suggest more than anything is that an oscillatory pH drive allows the RNA system to access more degrees of freedom and gives it the flexibility potentially to adapt, self-optimize and run multiple operations simultaneously. Under constant pH, it cannot exhibit such versatility. In this sense, the RNA world under oscillatory drive resembles a truly living system.

4. Further discussions

4.1. Friend and foe

We reviewed in [11], the stability of RNA in a hydrogen peroxide milieu, and concluded that (i) RNA certainly may replicate and amplify faster than it is degraded, and (ii) hydrogen peroxide is an agent for mutation and therefore evolution. We believe that concern over its alleged toxicity in the current context is largely misplaced. Here, we offer the following additional insights:

— The notion that hydrogen peroxide is inimical to all life stems from its use as a disinfectant and its branding as one of the ‘toxic’ ROS (and, possibly, its misuse in criminal bomb-making exercises). The fact that ROS damage genetic material in cells and cause disease in humans is not relevant when considering the RNA world. A more nuanced view of its essential role in biology has emerged recently, as discussed in §1.

— To this day, some biological structures are highly resilient to hydrogen peroxide, e.g. macrophages [41] and some RNA sequences [42].

— Is hydrogen peroxide a strong oxidant, as sometimes claimed? Well no, actually, not always. Tables listing standard half-cell reduction potentials E° would seem to provide definitive proof of its oxidizing strength, but although they are accurate a crucial piece of information is usually missing or buried in fine print on another page. From such tables, we glean that for the reduction half-reaction H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e– → 2H2O, E° = 1.78 V, and that there are very few half-reactions that are more strongly oxidizing. What seems often to be overlooked is that by definition E° for solutes in aqueous solution refers to a pH of 1. The plots of potential versus pH in figure 8 show that around biological pH hydrogen peroxide is a very much weaker oxidant (lower two lines), with a half-cell reduction potential of 1.2 V at pH = 7 for millimolar concentration. (The sign convention is reversed in the older literature, from which figure 8 was taken.) This compares with E° = 1.23 V for the reduction half-reaction O2 + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O, and we survive and prosper (more or less) under a partial pressure of oxygen approximately 0.21 atm.

— So, under mild pH conditions, it is a relatively weak oxidant on its own. Usually it requires activation, e.g. by transition metal ions, to react.

— One could postulate some type of compartmentalization, such that the thermo THP oscillator in an ‘outside’ medium drives RNA reactions that are in thermal contact but mass isolated from it. Within the ‘inner’ RNA compartment, the pH-only THP oscillator may operate. Such compartmentalization may have occurred in the complicated structure of ancient hydrothermal rocky environments. In this context, we also note interesting findings that—contrary to common belief—hydrogen peroxide does not diffuse freely across plasma membranes [44,45].

— Under the action of the THP oscillator, RNA is exposed to high concentrations only intermittently, not constantly.

4.2. pH gradients and the proton motive force

The proton motive force is the physical manifestation of an electrochemical gradient of H+ concentration and electrical potential due to charge separation, without which life, as we know it, could not exist. In cells, proton gradients occur across membranes and power processes such as photosynthesis, respiration and transport. But proton gradients existed in the RNA world before the evolution of cell membranes embedded with ATP synthase.

Lane et al. [46] make a strong case that the source of power for early life could not have been UV radiation or lightning, which destroy as much as they create, but must have been a continuing and replenishing source of chemical energy. They propose that life harnessed natural proton gradients around hydrothermal vents, remarking (justifiably, in our view) that...
it is nearly impossible to see how life could have begun in the absence of proton gradients. The concept that primordial metabolic processes were driven by pH gradients between an acid external ocean and an alkaline hydrothermal fluid was developed further by Russell et al. [47], and by Barge et al. [48] in a fuel cell paradigm for abiogenesis.

We propose that the source both of this chemical energy and the proton gradients was hydrogen peroxide. In a spatially extended, bounded system the THP system is subject to diffusion and convection, and temporal oscillations manifest as travelling waves and patterns. (These have been studied experimentally in a THP system [49].) The gradients of a travelling thermo-pH-wave provide a proton motive force that may have driven primitive metabolic processes in the non-cellular RNA world. Thus, the emergence of living systems need not be restricted to a narrow band around hydrothermal vents [47].

A spatial pH gradient of 2–3 pH units corresponds to a proton motive force of at least 118–177 mV from the concentration gradient alone, at 298 K. The low pH edge of the gradient is acidic, positively charged and oxidized relative to the high pH edge. This is sufficient to drive chemical processes that may have facilitated the RNA world—in other words, the beginnings of metabolism.

In time, primitive cells would have developed with the sophistication to use other sources of energy, such as methane, and the THP oscillator’s role as a periodic power source faded out, but it had done its work of facilitating the emergence of living systems with the ability to maintain their own proton gradient drives across membranes.

— Again we see the role of the THP oscillator in preparing the systems it drives for continued existence without hydrogen peroxide.

We present this concept of a THP system-generated proton motive force purely as a hypothesis, leaving simulations of various scenarios as a series of potentially fruitful projects for students who enjoy playing with pde solvers and boundary conditions and high-performance computational ware, and, more urgently, for experimental investigations.

### 4.3. Occurrence of hydrogen peroxide in the solar system and beyond

In our earlier work [11], we discussed the evidence for production of hydrogen peroxide on the early Earth, and here we offer the following additional digest from the literature, expanding into space to introduce the idea that its presence could be an important biosignature in the search for life on other worlds.

— Saturn’s 504 km diameter moon Enceladus is a geologically active body on which hydrogen peroxide may have been detected [50]. Enceladus is regarded as a potential habitat for life, because it is believed that a subsurface saltwater sea exists under the icy south pole [51].

— Hydrogen peroxide is present on Europa [52], where it is produced continuously by an incident flux of high-energy electrons from Jupiter’s magnetosphere [53] and by high-energy ion bombardment [54]. Hand & Carlson [53] suggest that hydrogen peroxide and derived oxidants may play a critical role in maintaining biologically useful redox gradients in Europa’s subsurface ocean [55,56].

— It occurs in the Mars atmosphere [57] and in Martian soils [58].

— Boduch et al. [59] surveyed results on high-energy ion bombardment of frozen carbon dioxide/water mixtures, which produced hydrogen peroxide and ozone, and discussed the results in the context of known facts about the icy moons of Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus. They found that oxidants formed at the surface by ion irradiation could diffuse and reach the putative subsurface ocean, where they could provide chemical energy for biological activities.

— Loeffler & Baragiola [60] studied the sublimation of water from solid H2O2/H2O crystalline mixtures and found that in astronomical environments, such as icy satellites, where the mixture is shielded from radiolytic energetic fluxes, preferential evaporation of water may result in highly concentrated, possibly pure, hydrogen peroxide.

— Hydrogen peroxide has been detected in interstellar dust clouds [61].

— It is worth mentioning another interesting route for electrochemical generation of hydrogen peroxide on rocks [62], where electrical currents are set up by subsurface stresses.

### 5. Summary and conclusion

In summary, in this paper,

— We have proposed the hypothesis that spontaneous pH cycling enabled, firstly, replication of longer RNA species, and obtained simulation results in strong support (§3.2), and secondly, the harvesting of gradient energy by the RNA world. The pH gradient, or proton motive force, furnished by the THP oscillator may have facilitated development of primitive metabolism and liberated the RNA world from narrow regions around hydrothermal vents (§4.2).

— We have brought together for the first time, in the THP oscillator, a demonstration of simultaneous pH and thermochemical oscillations, by setting up and solving coupled dynamical mass and enthalpy balances for all the reactions involved (§§2 and 3.1). (This is a significant achievement in itself, because of the large size of the system (10–12 coupled, exponentially nonlinear, dynamical equations) and technical difficulties of numerical analysis, benchmarking and optimization of such a high-dimensional dynamical system.) As we remarked in the ‘Introduction’ section, the THP pH and thermochemical oscillators were separately studied for many years by two groups of researchers, which apparently remained entirely separate. We believe that this narrow, interdisciplinary development meant that the versatility and potential of the THP reaction system was not appreciated until this work.

— Thus, we have created a new and powerful tool—the capability to include thermokinetic and chemical power-law dynamics of pH oscillators in the same simulation. This is the essential first step towards future spatio-temporal simulations of the RNA–THP oscillator system, in order, for example, to explore and develop our proposal (§4.2) that this pH cycling may have originally provided the ubiquitous proton motive force.
— We have included self-consistently the experimental thermokinetics and reaction enthalpies of an autocatalytic replicating RNA in the dynamical system for the THP oscillator, to study the effects of a dynamical pH environment on the replication, adopting a simple power-law dependence \( m_1 = m_2 = -1 \) of the rate constants on hydrogen ion concentration, and found that replication occurs faster than for the pH-independent case. The significance of these simulations lies in the demonstration itself, that given the known importance of the pH environment in determining RNA behaviour and conformation, an oscillatory pH drive gives the RNA world much more freedom to develop varied functionalities. There is not much room for development of the RNA world under constant pH drive.

— Overall, we have generated results which we hope can constitute a recipe for definitive experiments, which could demonstrate that hydrogen peroxide may have powered the RNA world, and fill in some more pieces of the greatest puzzle in biology—the origin of life.

In conclusion, it is possible, perhaps even likely that the source of energy, thermal cycling and pH gradients that drove the RNA world was liquid hydrogen peroxide. We should not be surprised: it is the best of reactors, it is the worst of non-reactors, it is a reducing agent, it is an oxidizing agent, it is left-handed, it is right-handed, it was formed by light, it reacts in darkness, it selects, it mutates, it creates fitter life, it could help settle the RNA world into vesicles and initiate the ubiquitous dependence of all life on the proton motive force, it was there, on the Earth in the primordial epoch—in short, it is a superlative agent for the origin of life!

Why would not Nature have made use of it in the primordial soup, and continue to use it in the intracellular soup?

Search for hydrogen peroxide on other Earth-like worlds, and eventually you will find conditions under which life may emerge, or have emerged.
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